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Pure, unfiltered, musical goodness. Visit eebmusicfor more information. 12 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B:

Neo-Soul, URBAN/R&B: Soul Details: To most musicians, music is life. To others, it's an outlet. For

Ebrahim, its just one of many avenues that enable him to intertwine his life and respect for music into

introspective thoughts. "I don't live for music. I wouldn't even call myself a musician. I'm a fan of music,

paying tribute to those who influenced me. If other people so happen to enjoy what I'm doing, even

better." We are at a time where the state of music is all about "sick" beats and irrelevant song topics. It's

refreshing to know that there are still those who are dedicated to perfecting their craft, yet remain

unphased by the materialism of the industry. Ebrahim is one of the few artists who takes the appreciation

of his surroundings and translates them into thoughtful lyrical content. Its hard to classify Ebrahims sound

other than saying that he is in a class of his own. Hints of Babyface as well as Raphael Saadiq can very

well be detected, but to definitively pin point Ebrahims inspiration is almost like trying to catch 4 year old

in an open field. Working closely with members of the Extra Medium Sound collective, as well as Slakah

the BeatChild, has enabled Ebrahim to develop his distinct sound. "I owe a lot to these guys. I dont even

know if Id even consider this a solo record. It's as much theirs as it is mine." Although 15 bucks isn't a lot,

it's still difficult to part with, given the slim pickings offered at your local record stores. Keep in mind that

Ebrahim's music speaks for itself. Whether or not you embrace it is entirely up to you. Rest assured, it will

be time and money well spent. Searches:ebrahim goldrush
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